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sunnegga – 
rothorn

The view from the rothorn (3,103 m / 10’180 ft) takes in the 
highest peaks of the valais alps. in summer, the rothorn is the 
starting point for many hiking tours and for the popular dawn 
descents. it’s worth the early start for the chance to enjoy this 
breath-taking experience of nature.

ZerMaTT bergbahnen ag 
P.o. box 378, 3920 Zermatt, schweiz
Tel. +41 27 966 01 01, info@matterhornparadise.ch 
www.matterhornparadise.ch
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Leisee lake, at an altitude of 2,232 metres, is the bathing beach 
of Zermatt, and a popular destination for a family outing. There’s 
a playground, water play area, barbecue grills and picnic spots, 
a play raft and comfortable wooden recliners – not to mention a 
stunning view of the Matterhorn.

The compelling five lakes walk (5-seenweg) takes you from blau-
herd to sunnegga, passing by five mountain lakes on the way. You 
will be captivated by the reflection of the Matterhorn in the waters 
and by the many colourful alpine flowers around the lakes. Leisee 
and grünsee are great spots for a refreshing dip. 
Hiking time: 2 hrs 30 min there, 3 hrs 35 min back

on this walk around the restaurant rothorn you can draw in the 
pure mountain air and admire the original Peak Collection. This 
special outdoor exhibition of 18 sculptures will connect you on an 
artistic level with the alpine world of Zermatt and its stories. 
Hiking time: 30 min there, 30 min back

families that love action love kickbiking! The descent on off-road 
scooters is huge fun for thrill-seekers of all ages. bikes and helmets 
can be hired from sunnegga-rothorn valley or mountain stations – 
then you’re all set for a downhill adventure!

Down the slopes by mountain cart – fast and furious fun for the 
adventurous! Plan your own mountain cart descent for a unique way 
to explore the idyllic nature trails around the Matterhorn. Mountain 
carts can’t be used on all the paths, so you must stick to the  
designated route!  

The sunnegga trail in two words: flow and fun! Take the train to 
the starting point just below sunnegga mountain station. Then it’s 
full speed ahead, all the way down to the forest above Zermatt, 
where the trail comes to an end.

start the day with this breath-taking experience of nature – an 
unforgettable adventure awaits you! our special sunrise offer 
includes a single or return ticket from Zermatt to the rothorn as 
well as a hearty breakfast.

walk across lush alpine meadows and through brightly coloured 
dwarf heathers, discover edelweiss and alpine roses flowering in 
seemingly barren gravel areas. The flower walk (blumenweg) from 
blauherd to Tuftern and back to sunnegga is a chance to see the 
magnificent Alpine flora up close. 
Hiking time: 1 hr 20 min there, 1 hr 35 min back


